“Engineering is the still most preferred careerAvinash Dharmadhikari”
Cummins college of engineering for women organized ‘Career opportunities in
science and technology’ for class XII, JEE, MHTCET appeared, engineering
aspiring and Polytechnic students of Vidarbha. Dr. Avinash Dharmadhikari,
Retd. IAS, Fluent Orator and Director of Chanakya Mandal Parivar Pune, in his
70 minutes speech guided the audience to be both successful and happy in
their life. With live examples of motivational and struggling story of various
scientists like Edison, Einstein, Michel Faraday, Newton he narrated the term
success. He strongly appealed to parent and students that career does have
scope, it is you who has to find an opportunity. The three Formulae for success
he gave are - Have faith in yourself, do proper selection of stream of your
aptitude and achieve success through excellence & creativity in whatever you
do. He also remembered the contribution of Maharshi Karve to the women
education saying that it is really inspirational and people should read the
biography of Maharshi Karve in this vacation. Earlier he felicitated of placed
students of Cummins college Nagpur and appreciated the core engineering
placements. He guided students to choose the right stream at right time for
the bright future. He stated that Bachelor of Engineering course is a trending
and most preferred Bachelor course and students with aptitude should opt for
it. He also stated that, If you observe the statistics of any job field like
Management, Software, Core engineering, Banking, civil services, Engineering
graduates are required due to their technical and aptitude skills. He narrated
with examples that quality engineering graduates are in the demand
worldwide. If you have believe in yourself, don't care about Unemployability
as it is the state of mind. If you are determined towards your dream then
practically nothing can stop you. After his speech, curious students and
parents cleared their doubts in a QA session. Students with parents patiently
listened the valuable talk. The program was attended by MKSSS management
members Shrikantji Chitale and Surekhatai Saraf. The Seminar was compared
by Prof. Rashmi Deshpande while Vote of Thanks was proposed by Dr.
Shubhangi Bompilwar. The Program was successfully planned and managed
under the guidance of Dr. Bhushan Joshi Principal Cummins college of
engineering for women Nagpur.

